Managed Service
Provider Program
Easy to Buy, Easy to Manage, Easy to Grow.
According to the 2017 Verizon Data Breach

The Duo Managed Service Provider (MSP)

Investigations Report, 81% of hacking-

Program enables partners to use Duo’s

related breaches leveraged either stolen

cloud-based, multi-tenant architecture to

and/or weak passwords, yet most Managed

secure your customer’s environments within

Service Providers (MSP) fail to apply

minutes, with no physical agents to deploy.

discipline and accountability over user

Through this initiative, partners can ensure

identity and device health before they

that only trusted users and trusted devices

connect to the customer’s applications. The

may access protected applications.

Trusted Users
Users really are who
they say they are.

problem: There is no flexible, easy to use,
MSP-enabled multi‑factor authentication

Program benefits

(MFA) solution available to secure cloud
and BYOD environments, leaving a gap in

• Deploy without ordering

coverage for MSPs to provide a robust,

• Consolidated billing

secure solution to their customers.

• Multi-tenant management console

Duo’s MSP Program delivers
security solutions that
are simple to set up and
can easily scale with your
business as a service.

• Excellent documentation and support
• Assessments and tools
• Sales support
With this integrated offering, MSP partners

Secure Devices
Each device meets
your security
standards.

have a foundation to grow their security
services profitably.

“

We chose Duo Security based on our experience after evaluating
the other two-factor authentication solutions out there, and it’s
been a great experience all along.”
David Howard
VP of Business Development
NetWorks Group

Every Application
Access to every
application is secure.

Duo’s MSP Program
Key Features
Flexible Billing

Unified View and Management
of All Customers

End-to-End Business Support

Deploy multi-factor authentication and

Improve your productivity and save time and

Our program is designed to help MSPs

confirm the identity of users and the health

resources managing your Duo customers

easily include two-factor authentication and

of their devices before they connect to your

through a comprehensive view of all customer

access controls within their service offerings.

customer’s applications, without an order.

accounts within a single management console.

We provide assessment tools that allow

With flexible pay-as-you go pricing options,

you to run phishing campaigns to identify

our program bills MSPs for enrolled users

With managed services for our Trusted

vulnerable users and devices in your customer

at the end of each month, making it easier

Access solutions, you can add or remove

environment in minutes and start protecting

for you to offer your clients flexibility without

accounts and seats, and delegate the right

them right away.

assuming risk.

level of access to each account without
compromising your customer’s security.

Whether supporting you in your first install,

Our automatic billing options and individual

helping you troubleshoot a customer problem,

account reporting drives business productivity

or providing you with documentation to help

by freeing up your team to work on strategic

integrate Duo into one of your customer’s

projects and spend less time on billing

applications, our team, and access to our

processes.

extensive documentation library, are available
to you any time, any where.

Get Started

Visit duo.com/MSP
or email msp@duo.com.

Scan for free
downloadable resources

duo.sc/msp-resources

Duo Security, now part of Cisco, is the leading multi-factor

more than 15,000 customers globally, including Dresser-Rand, Etsy,

authentication (MFA) and Zero Trust for the Workforce provider. Duo’s

Facebook, Paramount Pictures, Random House, Zillow and more.

zero-trust security platform, Duo Beyond, enables organizations to

Founded in Ann Arbor, Michigan, Duo has offices in growing hubs in

provide secure access to all of their critical applications - for any

Detroit; Austin, Texas; San Francisco, California; and London. Visit Duo.

user, from anywhere, and with any device. Duo is a trusted partner to

com to find out more.

